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Abraham
Lincoln has a
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him in terms
of lingering
in the
American
psyche.

t is ironic perhaps that the majority of those who have held the
highest office in the land are, by and large, forgotten in popular
American culture. Administrations tend to have a shelf-life roughly
limited to a generation. Times change and the immediacy of new events
naturally shove what was once important into the realm of historians.
It is, of course, true that a few have managed to survive the fate of a
James K. Polk or a Franklin Pierce. John F. Kennedy, cut down in his
prime by an assassin’s bullet, remains strong in the collective national
memory. Richard M. Nixon will be remembered, for better or worse, for
the Watergate scandal that drove him from office. Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s tenure during the latter days of the Great Depression and
most of the Second World War secure him popular recognition. Some
conservatives today regard Ronald Reagan with similar reverence, and
Barrack Obama will forever be known as the nation’s first AfricanAmerican president. The passage of time, of course, will be the final
arbiter in how embedded these men remain or become in the national
sense of self.
Presidential historians can well-argue their cases as to why this
president was more significant than that. But two in particular reign
above all the rest as secular gods in the popular pantheon of the
Republic—George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. It’s easy to
understand Washington’s preeminence. We like “firsts,” and he was the
first President of the United States of America (the technicality of other
place-holding Congressional leaders notwithstanding). This afforded
him the most time for his legend to grow and mature. He became our
first hero as a new nation and the poster-boy for generations wanting to
consider themselves an American.
Abraham Lincoln has a lot going for him in terms of lingering in the
American psyche. He combined being a wartime president (like F.D.R.)
with tragic assassination (like J.F.K.) with major impact on civil rights
(like L.B.J.). But, his events seem somehow of greater magnitude by
comparison. Franklin Roosevelt, for example, kept the nation going
through a vicious world war (no disrespect meant to Woodrow Wilson
or the First World War!). Lincoln’s war had the added tragedy of being a
civil war that threatened to destroy the still-relatively new nation. As
Presidents go, Kennedy was still a relatively young man when he was
killed, taking with him the emblematic hope of a newer generation.
Lincoln’s slaying, however, had the added cruelness of being almost
immediately after the successful conclusion of the bloody Civil War. It is
Lyndon B. Johnson’s signature on key pieces of Civil Rights legislation
(Civil Rights Acts of 1965 and 1968, Voting Rights Act). Yet, important
though they were, they only built on the very fundamental post-Civil
War legislations—constitutional amendments, no less—that once and
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Abraham Lincoln as he
appeared in 1860.
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for all and at long last abolished slavery from the land.
There is, however, an added element that makes Lincoln’s
assassination stand out historically—it was the first successful killing of
a sitting President in the U.S. There had been an attempt on Andrew
Jackson’s life in 1835—the would-be killer’s gun jammed and he was
beaten down by Jackson himself—and historians debate the voracity of a
plot to kill Lincoln on his way to Washington D.C. in 1861. But this was
the nation’s first such shock to the system. While many an exConfederate smiled at the news, even some Southerners were appalled at
what their old-school sensibilities considered a dishonorable and even
cowardly act—even if it was committed on a hated Yankee.
While Presidents James Garfield and William McKinley were both
also assassinated (1881, 1901, respectively), their deaths somehow didn’t
resonate beyond their own times in the same way as with Lincoln. When
Kennedy was killed in Dallas in 1963, the emotional parallels were drawn
by commentators not to Garfield or McKinley, but back to Lincoln—to
that touchstone of national tragedy. Kennedy remains fresh for many
people, perhaps because there are still many who can remember—the
question if someone recalls where they were when they heard Kennedy
was shot remains valid. Perhaps also because the medium of television
permitted a sort of shared, communal grief. It is to be hoped, of course,
that we never suffer such trauma again, but we likely will. While on that
terrible day commentators will likely recall Kennedy, they will almost
certainly reach back for Lincoln.
Lincoln & The Garden State
New Jersey has complicated relationship with Abraham Lincoln.
Much is often made—too much, some historians would argue—of how
Lincoln lost the state in both of his presidential elections of 1860 and
1864. To some historians, this hinted at a dirty secret that New Jersey
really wasn’t all that loyal to the Union. As Jim Stephens pointed out in
“New Jersey Civil War Myths”—his contribution t the book, New Jersey’s
Civil War Odyssey—it’s more complex, but less nefarious. Lincoln was an
unknown quantity in 1860 in a state that was largely Democratic. While
they supported Northern Democrat, Stephen A. Douglas, the Southern
Democrat, John Beckinridge of Kentucky, found little love from the
Garden State. By 1864, New Jersey voters knew Lincoln better, but had a
soft spot for Major General George B. McClellan, who, following his
dismissal by Lincoln, was living in Orange, New Jersey. The historical
verdict on McClellan’s removal was yet to come in and he would go on
to serve as the state’s governor from 1878 to 1881.1 Perhaps if the state’s
voters only knew that Lincoln could actually claim Jersey roots—his
great-great grandfather, John Lincoln, was born in Freehold in 1711.2
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The Garden State was never his turf and seems to have reverted for
him to the position that has been the bane of its self-identity—just a place
to pass through between New York and Philadelphia. He never
campaigned here or even spent a night. On February 27, 1860, he
delivered his now-famous Cooper Union speech in Manhattan, speaking
about a “house divided.” This began his reputation as an orator and was
followed by invitations to speak across the Hudson at Paterson, Orange
and Newark. All would be declined over what candidate Lincoln claimed
to be exhaustion from a New England campaign swing.3
President-elect Lincoln, however, did stop in New Jersey. He had
been invited to address the state’s Legislature on his way from New York
to Philadelphia and on to Washington D.C. On the morning of February
21, 1861, thousands of New Jerseyans crowded the Jersey City train depot
for a glimpse of the new leader. At 7:30 A.M., a committee of the Jersey
City Common Council boarded the ferry John P. Jackson and crossed
over to New York City to meet Lincoln. “Welcome, thrice welcome, to
the soil of New Jersey,” they told him before ducking into the cabin for
the crossing. About an hour later, they pulled along the Jersey City pier
and went to the adjoining train station, where a red, white and blue
festooned rail car awaited. “Cheer upon cheer rent the air, and it was all
of five minutes before quiet was restored,” the Commercial Advertiser
reported. On the car’s end balcony, Jersey City’s Mayor Van Vorst gave
some welcoming words, followed by Judge William L. Dayton, who told
Lincoln, in part:
We desire to live in harmony with our brothers as of old, asking only
what is fair and rightful; and I am sure, sir, when I say there prevails
but one country, one flag, one destiny, it is the unanimous sentiment of
the people of New Jersey.
For the masses who had assembled, Lincoln had only a few words:
Ladies and Gentlemen of the State of New Jersey: I wish only to thank
you especially for very kind reception given me. I have not strength to
address you to-day. You have done me very great honor to present your
representatives to me through your honored great man, Judge [William
L.] Dayton—the man with whom it is an honor to be associated
anywhere. I cannot in any way make a fitting response to-day, and
shall have to content myself with the sentiments he has expressed. With
this allow me kindly to bid you farewell.4
William Lewis Dayton
Mathew Brady

It was, perhaps, the kind of perfunctory platitudes that rushed
politicians on tight schedules excel at. But he probably at least meant the
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“Without
them, I
cannot hope
to succeed—
with them, I
cannot fail.”

complements to Dayton. Born in 1807 at Basking Ridge, NJ, Dayton had
been a New Jersey Supreme Court associate justice and U.S. Senator.
Evidently there were no hard feelings when the nascent Republican
Party selected him over Lincoln as their Vice Presidential candidate in
1856. Dayton and presidential candidate John C. Freemont lost to the
Democrat’s ticket of James Buchanan and John C. Breckinridge. Lincoln
would go on to name Dayton as the U.S. Minister to France, where he
successfully lobbied Napoleon III’s government not to recognize the
Confederacy, thus denying them the use of strategic French ports. He
died in Paris in 1864.5
Brief though Lincoln’s comments may have been, they were met by
thunderous applause and a rush of people attempting to shake his hand.
Two waves had to be repelled by attending police.
The railcar that was pulled from of Jersey City had been fitted out for
their illustrious passenger only days before. The seats were taken out and
carpeting laid, with a marble-topped table at the center complete with
silver vase holding flowers. Various plush chairs were set around it for
the President and his guests.6
It was a repeat performance at Newark at 9:30 A.M., with another
brief comment by Lincoln which included:
With my own ability I cannot succeed, without the sustaining help of
Divine Providence, and of this great, free, happy and fated great people.
Without them, I cannot hope to succeed—with them, I cannot fail.
And with that, his carriage was escorted down Newark’s Broad
Street to the Chestnut Street train depot. The snow that had chilled the
day had given way to “a bland Spring-like atmosphere, emblematic, it is
hoped, of the future administration.”7
Elizabeth, New Jersey, got even less of the President’s time, with only
a brief appearance at the end of the train and a nod. As his train
proceeded across the Garden State, passing trains gave it whistle salutes.
The festooned train slowed at the smaller stations, to permit
acknowledgement of the cheering crowds, though it didn’t stop until
reaching New Brunswick. There, the locomotives were changed and they
were off again, on an express to Trenton.
Lincoln’s arrival at the state’s capital was, evidently, a far more
civilized experience than with the previous New York mobs. The train
depot had been cordoned off by the local police, but, The New York Herald
had to admit, “the Trentonians submitted to this unusual interference
with their prerogatives” with greater graces than did their neighbors
across the Hudson. “[T]he metropolitans of Trenton and the
metropolitans of New York are a different class of beings. The former
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don’t break heads, swear at women and children, and do various other
impolite things to which we in the city are accustomed, and
consequently, with the exception of a few pockets picked and a few corns
trod upon, the grumblers were confined to a very small number.”
Lincoln’s speech at the State House, as was to be expected, was more
substantial. He noted before the State Senate:
I cannot but remember the place that New Jersey holds in our early
history. In the revolutionary struggle few of the States of the Old
Thirteen had more of the battle fields [sic] of the country within their
limits than old New Jersey.

“I cannot but
remember
the place
that New
Jersey holds
in our early
history.”

He begged leave to reminisce about reading “Weems’ Life of
Washington”—that now-apocryphal tome that forever linked
Washington with a chopped cheery tree—and how he read of the critical
Battle of Trenton and the epic crossing of the Delaware River.
While historians may place little importance now on New Jersey’s
lack of support, Lincoln was, in the moment, more cognoscente. He
closed his address to the State Senate:
You give me this reception, as I understand, without distinction of
party. I learned that this body is composed of a majority of gentlemen
who, in the exercise of their judgment in the choice of a chief
magistrate, did not think I was the man. I understand, nevertheless,
that they come forward here to greet me as the constitutionally elected
President of the United States, as citizens of the United States, to meet
the man who, for the time being, is the representative of the majesty of
the nation; united by the single purpose to perpetuate the constitution
of the Union and liberties of the people. As such, I accept this reception
more gratefully than I could do did I believe it were tendered to me as
an individual.
It was a masterful tone—gracious in the face of opposition, placing
the office above the man; but reminding everyone, like it or not, he was
the man in charge.
As this was not a joint session, Lincoln had to cross the rotunda to
the other side to give a second speech to the Assembly and the scene
was a much more tumultuous affair. The public crowded the galleries
and calls of “down in front!” and “remove your hat!” were met by the
earnest raps of the Speaker’s gavel, which The New York Herald noted
“gave to the occasion anything but an aspect of legislative dignity.”
But if anyone feared being unable to see the new President for a hat
in the front rows, they needn’t have fretted. “Prompt to solve the
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“The trip
through New
Jersey was
distinguished
by nothing
remarkable...”

difficulty, however, Mr. Lincoln ascended the rostrum, and there, his
form towering head and shoulders above all others and within sight of
every eye, the audience hushed to silence.”
Again, Lincoln did not shy from the fact he was in Democrat
territory—indeed, he embraced it, spinning it best he could into a
positive. That they were there to applaud him at all was, to his mind,
emblematic of the kind of unity he would need to inspire as divisions
with the South deepened.
“I nevertheless understand that this manifestation,” he told the
Assembly of his reception in New Jersey, “is a manifestation of in favor
of the government, in favor of the Union, constitution and liberties of
the people.”
At this point, war with the South was not necessarily inevitable.
Those who supported the Union’s preservation could hope for a
peaceful resolution. Those who leaned towards Southern sympathies
counseled a negotiated peace. Both could applaud when Lincoln told
them, “I shall take it [the challenge of the presidency] with no malice to
any section or portion of the people of the country. I shall take it with
the view of promoting peace and of peaceably preserving the majesty of
the nation.”
The applause was so loud that the President had to pause for several
minutes. “Nevertheless, I fear we may have to set the foot down firmly
—” he had to wait for more applause, “—and having put the foot down
to stand firmly upon it.” Lincoln must have been heartened when he
leaned in and asked “gentlemen, if you think I am right, you will stand
by me, won’t you?” and was met by repeated cries of “we will!”
Next stop was the Trenton House Hotel for a dinner. He spoke
briefly to the assembled crowds of public, and was met by hearty
laughter when he declared, “I have no speech to make—but merely
appear to see you and let you look at me, and as to the latter I think I
have greatly the best of the bargain.”
About 300 people attended the banquet but no more speeches. Mrs.
Lincoln had been entertained by Dayton and joined her husband for the
trip to Philadelphia. “The trip through New Jersey was distinguished by
nothing remarkable,” The New York Herald sniffed, “except that the
ladies formed a greater part of the crowds than in any other state.”8
A curious side-story to all this was reported in the Trenton State
Gazette. It seems that a boatman in Boston, Edward Peyson, had made a
bet during the campaign that if Lincoln won, he would walk from
Boston to Washington D.C. to be there in time for the inauguration. “He
has laid out his timetable,” the article reported, “and Newark is down on
his programme [sic]as a way station.” He was expected to arrive at 8:00
th
P.M. on the 26 to spend the night before continuing on through Rahway,
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Lithograph of the
Assassination of Abraham
Lincoln.

New Brunswick, Princeton and Trenton before crossing the Delaware
River to get to Philadelphia.9
Lincoln’s next pass through New Jersey was even shorter. In June of
1862, he had been to Westpoint, New York, to consult with General
Winfield Scott, who had retired as general-in-chief the previous
October. On June 24th, he made a brief speech in Jersey City on the way
home to Washington.10
Historian Dr. David G. Martin, suggests Abraham Lincoln never
cared much for New Jersey, friendships with former-Governor William
Newell and William Dayton notwithstanding. Though he supported the
war effort, New Jersey’s Governor from 1863 to 1866 was the Democrat
Joel Parker, a vocal critic of the President. Martin also points out that
Lincoln never appointed anyone from the state to his cabinet.
Assassination
Politics can be a nasty, mean-spirited business. Passionate differences
of opinion can morph into personal animosities. While rare, physical
confrontations are not unknown in U.S. political history. Yet it’s different
when a leader is actually murdered. The lacking social grace of speaking
ill of the dead isn’t it. If you didn’t agree with a politicians stands when
they were alive, that doesn’t change just because they’re dead. But the
extremeness of taking a life over it is often strong enough to give even
enemies a moment’s pause in the face of just how far things had been
taken.
Abraham Lincoln had a morbid streak, accepting the very real
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He saw the
smiling
Lincoln enter
his balcony
box. And
heard the
crack of the
shot...

possibility that the passions of the torn nation might burn bright enough
to consume him. Death threats during his terms became so commonplace
as to almost no longer illicit alarm—to be hidden only from his fretful,
superstitious wife. He was a fatalist, who took calculated risks when it
would serve a greater purpose. It was important, for instance, for people
to see him walking the still-burning streets of Richmond. The white folk
remained indoors while a crowd of black people vied for the opportunity
to literally kneel before their “Great Emancipator.” He was an easy mark
from many windows in town. Yet the symbolism of the moment to the
nation was greater than the life of any one man—the man was not above
the office. He was, of course, always surrounded by security men who
did their best to keep their charge from harm. But at the end of the day,
no one could keep him completely safe. So, over the course of his time in
office, Lincoln moved between an almost evangelical belief he could not
be killed because he had an important purpose on this Earth to the dark
depressions that marked him with resignation he would not live out his
eight years in the White House.
We all know the story of how Lincoln was shot in the head by John
Wilkes Booth, as he and wife Mary enjoyed the play, “Our American
Cousins,” at Ford’s Theater in Washington D.C., April 14, 1865. But there
was a particular, wincing cruelty to it. General Robert E. Lee had
surrendered to General Ulysses S. Grant just six days before. True,
reconstituting a nation—binding those deep emotional, physical, social
and political wounds—was not going to be an easy or quick task. But—if
there was any sense of fair play to the universe—the man who agonized
under the weight of guiding the country through that cruel and
unnatural war should have had more than six days to catch his breath
and perhaps marvel at his success. The fates owed him at least that much.
It was said Booth waited for a line in the play that would illicit loud
laughter to help muffle the shot. It is to be hoped, perhaps, that at the
very least, after so much misery, he died laughing.
It’s worth noting that there is a New Jersey connection here—albeit
a coincidental footnote. Wesley Rogers Batchelder was born in New
Hampshire but would go on to become a prominent citizen of Cranford,
NJ. He served as an aide to General Benjamin F. Butler during the Civil
War. Batchelder was in Washington D.C. when Lee surrendered and was
prepared to leave to join Butler in wrapping things up at Fort Monroe.
Missing his boat, however, he found himself at a loose end, so decided to
go catch a play. He saw the smiling Lincoln enter his balcony box. And
heard the crack of the shot. He saw Booth leap to the stage and heard
Mrs. Lincoln screaming. It would be seared into his memory for the rest
of his life.11
The reaction of Northerners was a predictable shock mixed with
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outrage. What should have been a celebratory moment marking their
victorious conclusion of an epic struggle was disfigured overnight into
mourning. Sentiments toward the South turned wrathful. Anyone
suspected of finding pleasure in the event was fair game for a beating or
worse.
The pain of the war was, of course, much fresher and far more
immediate for Southerners, making their reactions more complicated
and harder to gage. It was easy to feel poetic justice had been served by
their conqueror’s leader being struck down at the moment of his
triumph. There could be a price to pay for expressing such sentiments
too openly. Union troops are said to have shot people for celebrating in
occupied Southern towns. Others fled mobs or were forced with threats
of violence to dress their homes in black crepe.
Not all Southerners rejoiced, though for differing reasons. Political
assassination was largely unknown in 18th and early 19th century
America. There was something dishonorable and ungentlemanly about
such an act. During the American Revolution, even soldiers in the heat
of combat, were to aim in the general direction of an enemy when
firing—to aim more directly at a specific individual was as good as
murder. Not that snipers were not used, but they were regarded with
contempt by traditionalists and risked execution as murderers if they
were captured by the other side. This sensibility was kept alive by at
least some of the old-school Confederate officers. They had fought their
best and been fairly beaten. Killing Lincoln was unsportsmanlike and
was to be abhorred for bringing dishonor to the Confederates who
fought with bravery and honor.
Such disavowing of Booth and the other conspirators, however,
could also be born out of fear. It wasn’t that they felt particularly bad
about Lincoln’s death. What troubled them was that even Northerners
who had been inclined towards mercy would want to now punish the
South as a whole. They were defeated and vulnerable and already being
exploited. The last thing they needed was to anger the North even
more. They may not have had any love for Lincoln, but they were more
fearful of Andrew Johnson’s ascendency to the Oval Office. For many
Southerners, Booth had taken what was clearly a very bad situation and
managed to make it even worse. Booth himself, on the run, was
shocked to hear that he wasn’t being hailed as a hero in the South.
Southerners, for the most part, tried to just keep their heads down.
When their churches were pushed to hold ceremonies for the slain
President, most simply stayed home or, if they showed up, tried to
perform their Christian duty and forgive the man’s soul. Their true and
complex feelings were reserved for private diaries and hidden away.
Almost immediately, Northerners who liked, or at least tolerated
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The journey home.

the President, began the process of transitioning Lincoln from a very
human politician into a martyr to a greater cause—it would give some
semblance of grace and purpose to their confusion and sense of loss.
The Trenton State Gazette ran an editorial, “Death of the President,”
which well-summed up the North’s feelings. Talking of Booth, it
proclaimed that:
The crime of which he was thus the instrument, was a natural result
of the violent and anarchical doctrines pronounced by chiefs of the
rebellion, and this result of their teachings will consign them to a still
deeper and more damning infamy than even their unprovoked revolt
against the lawful authority of the Republic.
Abraham Lincoln’s fame is assured. For all future time his name
will stand among the highest and brightest in that long list of great
men who have served the Republic.12
The completion of his martyrdom would begin with the long, sad
train trip from Washington D.C. to Springfield, Illinois, via a looping
route that would allow as much the Northern half of the nation to pay
its respects as the rail lines would permit.
Funeral Train
It perhaps befits the complicated relationship New Jersey had with
Lincoln that it would be the only state in the entire funeral route in
whose capital or major city the body would not lie in state. Everywhere
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“The Old Nashville,” one of
the locomotives to draw
Lincoln’s funeral train.

else—Baltimore, Maryland; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; Manhattan, New York; Albany, New York; Buffalo, New
York; Cleveland, Ohio; Columbus, Ohio; Indianapolis, Indiana; Chicago,
Illinois—the body was taken from the train and placed in some suitably
imposing building for a period of time. The train just stopped at Trenton,
however, for just a half an hour.13
A guest looking out a coach window scoffed, “it did not occur to the
male part of the throng that a general lifting on the hat would have been
a silent but becoming mark of respect to the dead.”14 From Trenton, the
train passed through Dean’s Pond, Princeton, New Brunswick,
Metuchen, Rahway, Elizabeth, and Newark.15 The same observer was
more impressed by the reception at Newark, where not only the men
removed their hats, but the women their bonnets.16 The coffin was only
taken from the train in Jersey City because it had to be loaded onto a
ferry to cross the Hudson River to Manhattan.
Given the proximity of Trenton to Philadelphia and Jersey City with
New York, it probably just made more logistical sense to limit the time
spent in New Jersey. Nevertheless, it would have been a greater symbolic
gesture to treat the Garden State as something more than connective
tissue. Newark’s lack of hat-doffing aside, the state’s residents, after all,
felt the national loss as keenly as anywhere else. Trenton’s mayor issued
a proclamation directing proper observance for when the train stopped
at the Clinton Street Station, including a band to play funeral dirges and
detachment from Camp Perrine to stand guard. Church bells tolled and a
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special train had been added for anyone wanting to go earlier to
Philadelphia.17
The train pulled into Jersey City at 10:00 A.M., but the station’s
prominent clock tower exhibited 7:22—stopped at what had been the
moment of Lincoln’s death. Crowds had gathered since before dawn, but
only a select few got seats in the gallery set up around the inside of the
depot. As the nine-car train arrived, 75 members of the German
Liederkranz Society from Hoboken thunderously broke forth with the
dirge, “Integer Vitae.”18 The all-male singing society originated in New
York in 1847 as a social outlet for the city’s German community, keeping
the old songs from the homeland alive and still works today to foster
German-American relations.19 Their choice of funeral hymn had been
inspired by the poetry of Quintus Horatius Flaccus—an ancient Roman
lyrical poet (65 BC-8 BC) known to the West as Horace. Coming from the
Latin phrase, integer vitae scelerisque purus, it translates into “unimpaired
by life and clean of wickedness.”20
New York planned to carry the coffin in grand procession, borne on
a heavily-decorated hearse. It was the creation of the city’s official
undertaker, Peter Relyea, who was said to have labored day and night on
it. Not wanting to risk it to the vagrancies of the wind and currents
across the Hudson, Lincoln’s coffin was transferred to a simpler hearse
and loaded onto a ferry. It was all quite an operation. While the railroads
changed with the various territories along the route, the same two cars
were used to carry the body and the official escort. So, they each had to
be removed from the rails and transported by their own ferries to the
railroad in New York.21
In death, as in life, Abraham Lincoln never spent the night in New
Jersey.
Lincoln, NJ
When I was a kid, my mother would take me with her when she
would drive to pick up my father from work. Heading out of the southern
end of Middlesex Borough where we lived, just before where Mountain
Boulevard crosses the train tracks, I always saw the full-length copper
statue of Abraham Lincoln in a small park on the corner of Mountain
Blvd. and Lincoln Blvd. He stands with the Proclamation Declaration in
his left hand and reaches forward with an open right hand. Kids used to
think it was funny to put a beer can in his open hand—probably still do.
On the front of the base, it reads:
WITH MALACE (sic) TOWARDS NONE,
WITH CHARITY FOR ALL
WITH FIRMNESS IN THE RIGHT
AS GOD GIVES US TO SEE THE RIGHT
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It is a vestige of when the neighborhood was known as the little
town of Lincoln, New Jersey—the creation of the 19th century real estate
developer, Silas D. Drake. On January 8, 1898, Drake contracted with the
Mullins Company of Salem, Ohio to create a statue of his town’s
namesake. It is the work of sculptor Alfonso Pelzer and was dedicated on
May 30, 1898. Drake paid $700 for it.
The following year, Drake was ousted as president of the land
company and the town floundered until he regained it in 1901, looking
to attract factories and build a boulevard into town from neighboring
Dunellen—Lincoln Boulevard.22
Drake’s Lincoln would be incorporated into the newly-formed
Middlesex in 1913. But, by then, the martyred president had achieved a
reputation sound enough that it was a respectable choice for such a place
name. Lincolns popped up all over the country—the northern parts,
anyway. Lincoln stands—or sits—in statuary form around New Jersey:
Newark’s old county courthouse includes a seating Lincoln by Gutzon
Borglum, for example and James Earle Fraser’s seated Lincoln rests at the
entrance of Jersey City’s Lincoln Park.23
It’s difficult to really characterize what New Jersey meant to
Abraham Lincoln or what Abraham Lincoln has meant to New Jersey.
The rancorous political reality has long given way to the self-affirming
legend of “Honest Abe.” Somewhere along the way, the man finally
overshadowed the office.
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